
 

From Big Class Action.com website about Clayton Homes 

Part of a report linked below.  The comments are from the webpage linked here, that has years of 

additional items like these. 

https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/case-against-clayton-homes 

Reader Comments 

Posted by 
Christine Charleston 
on August 1, 2019 
PLEASE LET ME KNOW HOW WE CAN FILE A CLASS ACTION SUIT IN FLORIDA!!! Have had the same problems 
and run around as everyone else with Clayton Homes in Crestview Florida. 

 

Posted by 
Christine Bearden 
on July 9, 2019 
We too bought a home from Clayton, Giles home, the Game Changer model, in July 2011. We are having the same 
issues..We have had nothing but problems out of it. We will have to remodel this home in less than 5 years and we 
are paying for it for another 10 years. It is ridiculous! The home is not level and doors do not shut properly, we 
complained to the dealer, Clayton Homes in Pelham, Al, but they never did anything. Within 6 months two of our 
bathroom faucets popped off causing water to go everywhere. The wall cabinet in the master bath had to be 
replaced, which they did replace but never fixed the big spot on the ceiling but they never came to check on the 2nd 
bath when it happened. Neither tub is caulked at the floor and we have to keep a towel down to catch excess water 
and I am scared of what the damage is gonna be like when we have to fix it. Also within 6 months the staples in our 
den carpet started coming up and we had to just pull them all up because we were stepping on them, this is the 
cheapest carpet I have ever seen. In the first year The vinyl in the kitchen had spots where the nails for the sub 
flooring was coming through and had cuts in them from everyday use. My kitchen cabinets are that cheap pressboard 
and have all swollen up and are peeling from normal spills. When it was delivered there was cracked walls in every 
room that they had to replace and the island in the kitchen was out of square And they never fixed it properly, just 
tried to cover it up. The overall design of the this home is very poor, there should have been more thought in the 
placement of the dishwasher and refrigerators. The furnace blows a contractor every winter and we have to replace it. 
The laundry room is a joke, not near big enough and again poor design, the laundry room door and the outside door 
open into each other and is a real pain to use and the location of the dryer vent cause the dryer to have to sit out from 
the wall and if it is half an inch out too far the outside door hits it when opening and closing. The racks in the closets 
are not installed properly, they are not attached to the studs and the anchors have pulled out of the Sheetrock, and 
again poor design. The vent on the roof has been leaking for years, we have repaired it four times and it has leaked 
into the master closet causing mold. All the trim is different and not flush with the windows and just started falling off 
after a year. We were told there were no other options for carpet and were not told of the other available options that I 
have seen online since we had ours built. This has been a nightmare and we regret ever buying this home and will 
never buy another home from Clayton Homes. I wish they would refund us what we have paid and take this thing 
back so we could get a better home! And I agree with the class action, they should have to pay for all their crappy 
construction! 

 
Posted by 
Jean farris 
on May 18, 2019 
I purchased a used 2001 Clayton mobile home in 2010 from a 
Individual and we recently went thru hurricane Michael in the Florida panhandle and I had issues like everyone else I 
had a contractor come out and replaced my roof with a metal one and he noticed that I had some vinyl siding missing 
so we had insurance company send adjusyout and underneath the vinyl was a cardboard looking material with no 
house wrap or plywood so now I’m fighting with insurance company to replace all my vinyl with plywood house wrap 
and also new upgraded siding because I have rotten molded mildewed walls around my whole house!!! Anyone else 
experiencing this problem? Someone stated there was a class action lawsuit against Clayton homes about this issue 
any information would be helpful!!! Thank you in advance!!! 

https://www.bigclassaction.com/lawsuit/clayton-homes-wheels-axels.php
https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/case-against-clayton-homes


 
Posted by 
Jennifer wilson 
on April 13, 2019 
My name is Jennifer Wilson. I have an open case against Clayton moble homes and Vanderbilt. My lawyer needs 
others in the state of Mississippi to get in touch with her if you have had any problems at all and have not had the 
issues fixed. Please email me to get My lawyers info if you would like legal help. 

 
Posted by 
frank henderson 
on March 25, 2019 
Bought my Clayton Home in 2008. Was on the roof this weekend 3/23-24/2019 repairing leaks. The shingles where 
tearing and falling off. They did not put felt paper under the shingles. So now the roof sags between joist. 

 
Posted by 
Beverley Burrus 
on February 7, 2019 
After reading all the comments I really don't have to much! We have the same problems. My roof is leaking through 
the smoke alarms, my floor has floor has soft spot, the trim is always falling off. The shower barley works.there's 
another soft spot in the master shower. Closet door keeps falling off in the spare room. Its is one of the cheapest 
made places I have ever seen in my life. No matter what you do in the kitchen the plug always blinks red. Master bath 
sinks are crooked and they don't care. Mine is just a little over 1 year old and falling apart! 

 
Posted by 
Hilary 
on January 20, 2019 
My husband and I bought our Clayton home in 2012. We had a lot of things to fix once or was put on land that the 
office said they would send someone out to fix. The man did cover ups not fixing anything. We had several leaks 
behind walls. Under counter my husband had to fix those. The house is cheaply made with cheap parts. I wish we 
had had someone telling us not to buy from them. I have two small kids now and we stay sick. I really believe it’s from 
mold in the walls. Even the back door leaks when it rains. 

 
Posted by 
Misty Robinson 
on January 12, 2019 
We purchased a Clayton home and have many problems and been lied to time and time again. The wheels and axels 
were taken off our home as well. 
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